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By Darien G Henry

“The principal or teacher who takes a child,
with a challenge, whatever challenge and
moves that child who is three or four grades

below their level, and moves them one grade
higher, that teacher is adding value and must be
compensated and rewarded and incentivized for
doing that”. Then Minister of Education, Rev.
Ronald Thwaites while addressing education
leaders in Region 5 in St Elizabeth. The then
minister made what I consider to be a most
profound position on how the Jamaican education
system should be ideally calibrated.

Very often the rhetoric in public discourse about
performance-based pay for public school educators

is ensconced on the notion that there is wide-scale under-performance or non-
performance all together, teachers are on a frolic of their own and execute their duties
without oversight or accountability. By extension, the vitriol in public sentiment about
the regard for teachers can be most hostile, crude and a downright shame.
Some will readily question the return on investment from the J$80 Billion spent each
year on the education budget, an amount which is just about 5 percent of the Gross
Domestic Product, GDP, Investment in education is primarily about long term gains
although impatience is a troubling virtue of those who are uninitiated in the classroom.

So primarily, the governors of the country are right focused on attacking the monster
of debt, pegged somewhere around 125 percent of GDPwhile per capita income hovers
around US$5,184.
The question is, to what extent educational value, albeit micro and insignificant to
some, has been added to the life of a child at the first three stages of the education
system, that is to say pre-primary, primary and secondary levels, so we can enamor a
well-rounded workforce as espoused by the Taskforce Report on Education. How do
we manipulate public resources in a strategic, purposeful and transformational way to
add ‘real educational value” to the lives of the 800 thousand students whom we educate
in the 900 public schools through the thick layers of bureaucracy.
We are too ready to place teachers in the firing line of public verbal assault without
understanding how that teacher has added value to the progress of their students while
at the same time some raise the insidious argument that Jamaicans teachers are
overpaid!
Armi Mikkola, counselor for education in Finland, the Scandinavian country used as a
gold standard in education, declared rightly that it was incumbent on the Jamaican
government to improve the salaries and work conditions for teachers. “As I see it, the
most important goal is to take care of the status of teaching as an attractive and highly
valued profession. Appreciation for teachers’ work is crucial for the success of the
school system and the teaching profession”, said Mikkilo. Are we taking this
seriously? Remember now, Mikkola, a top education official from Finland where
teachers are held in very lofty esteem, a place where the entry level qualification to
teach in the primary or high school system is a specialized Masters degree, if the
candidate can get a foot in the door.

SCROUNGING FOR ANSWERS
We in the west though continue to scrounge for answers on how
to improve the standards in education with only incremental
successes at the macro level. Many countries, including the
United States, with its monstrous military might and global
political influence, are looking to Finland as a model of how to
build an education system that really works and, yes, they have
found out the hard way the performance based pay for teachers
is not the answer.

I raise this because for years we have been harping on the
notion that bolstering the scrutiny on teachers, revving up
compliance and bullying them into unjustified, baseless and
unfair criticisms and of course waving the perpetual carrot
stick: performance based pay above their heads, will bring new
spark to the education sector.
The Gleaner, for instance has bared its soul on the issue of
performance based pay and you really can’t blame them. They
have scoffed at the Jamaica Teachers Association’s justified
position in withholding its support for performance based pay
for the complex reason that public schools, whether
Government-funded, Trust-operated, Church-run or the
independents are all not one and the same. A strict benchmark
or a standard must be the proxy but if a universal standard
measuring tool is used to incentivize teachers across the board,
then it is bound to enmesh in a web of problems and in essence
will be counter-intuitive.
So if the standard tool used to measure the performance in a
well-funded educational institution is the very tool that assesses
a teacher in an underperforming under funded institution with
dissimilar intake, then you can see the hornets’ nest being set
loose. We cannot be too gullible to tailor-fit educational
policies, which seem to suit a different context and a different
country to fix one problem because ultimately, another will
eventually emerge. The former Minister’s emphasis on “adding
value” is where we should ultimately calibrate the education
system. We must, as a country, and by extension the Jamaica
Teachers Association, begin to conceptualize, map out and
promulgate a special system of incentivizing teachers who add
real value to students.
The discourse then must be migrated from merely “linking
performance to pay” to “linking incentive to adding
educational value”. After all, the Minister of Education has
given us the cryptic reminder: “…if the Minister of Education
does not add value to the education process, the minister should
go and that has to be the standard for all of us, in all aspects of
our lives”.
Should this hold
sway for public
school teachers?

Performance-based pay for teachers or
value-added incentive….are we really ready?

Darien G. Henry is an Educator and
Broadcast Journalist.
teacherhenry@yahoo.com,
darienhenry@gmail.com
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Congratulations
The parish executive
wishes to extent
congratulations to Ms
Facey who gave birth to a
beautiful baby girl late
December. We
acknowledge your hard
work done in the parish.
Thank you.

Training
In the latter part of the year
2015, JTA held a series of
workshops in the parish of
Kingston. In October the
Parish Presidents had their
first training session which
was followed by contact
teacherss training session
in November and
culminated with a parent
forum held at JTA Head
Office. All events were
well supported.

Blissful day of activities.
Kingston entered its teams, which
resulted in our capturing the trophy for
second place in Netball. The netballers
continued their triumphant run of
activities where they whipped Portland,
and Clarendon.
We are now looking forward to the
upcoming meet at the Stadium where
Kingston will get another opportunity

to shine.

Christmas is a time for fun, family and
fellowship. In Kingston two of our DA
celebrated the season by breaking bread
and sharing stories of the joyous
encounters in the profession

Sport
The JTA launched the sport off
with its usual rally in the parish of
Manchester, which turned out to
be a

North Central DA visit to
Charity

The North Central DA visited
Jacob Well, a place of safety for

Glen r o y
Williams
has been

employed since
2007 at St.
A n d r e w
Technical High
School where he
t e a c h e s
m a t h em a t i c s ,
business basic,
a g r i c u l t u r a l
science and social

studies. Before that he taught at Hutton
Education School, Haile Selassie High and
Marcus Garvey Technical High School.
He enjoys athletics, cricket, volleyball,
basketball, reading and socializing.
Mr Williams is a graduate of The Mico
University College, University College of the
Caribbean and Education Direct University. He
holds a B.Ed in School Management and
Leadership, Diploma in Business
Administration and Diploma in International
Teaching Aid.

Kingston Parish President
Glenroy WilliamsKingston JTA activities

The North Central DA visited Jacob Well, a place of safety for the elderly.

By Glenroy Williams

The strength of our teachers has given hope
to our nation. Knowing where we are
coming from can ensure confidence in
where we are going. There is the assurance
that God will see us through and we will
overcome all things by His protection and
provision.
We give thanks to God for His saving grace
and continued mercy towards us. Many of
us have lost loved ones but we still continue
to embrace the future.

Over fifty years ago, a thought was sown
and from that we got an ACT. From that act
we developed habits which build character
and this will assist us to attain great
destinies for the youth of this nation.

As your Parish President I commit to
continue to Unite and Serve with you as we
strive to positively impact the lives of the
young people we have undertaken to serve,
our colleagues and other members of
society as we strive to achieve our goals.

Sincere thanks to all teachers for not only
giving guidance to our students but also for
showing them how to shape their future.

The strength of
our teachers

Kingston Parish Executive
Glenroy Williams, President; Able-Simpson, Immediate Past President/NCDA
President; Sharleen Mills-Sterling, President Elect/EDA President; Teasha
Martin, Secretary; Paula Pummber, Treasurer/DA President; Venice Walters,

West Kingston DA President and A Binns, PRO

Ronald R. Fagan, Secretary, Kingston & St. Andrew
chapter of the National Association of Retired
Teachers.

On little Larry's first day of grade
one, he raised his hand as soon as
the teacher came into the room and
said, 'I don't belong here, I should
be in third grade!'

The teacher looked
at little Larry's
records and told
him to please take
his seat. Not five
minutes passed
when little Larry
stood up again and
said, 'I don't belong here, I should
be in the third grade!' Larry did
this a few more times before the
principal came along and the
teacher explained Larry's problem.

The principal and the first grade
teacher told little Larry that if he
could answer some questions they
could decide in which grade he
belonged. Well, they soon
discovered that Larry knew all the

parish capitals and Caribbean
country capitals that the principal
could think of.

The teacher
suggested they try
some biology
questions... 'What
does a cow have four
of but a woman has
only two of?' Asked
the teacher.

'Legs!' Larry
immediately replied.

'What does a man have in his pants
that a woman doesn't?' Asked the
teacher.

'Pockets!' said Larry.

The teacher looked at the
principal, who said, 'Maybe he
should be in third grade, I missed
those last two questions!”

HAVE A LAUGH
BACK TO SCHOOL


